
Our best selling, most popular ready-to-assemble and  
fully assembled cabinets in a fraction of the time.

Meet our starring lineup of
 and           

door styles available for fast delivery

Quality Cabinets Quick!

Easy, affordable, fast!

San Juan WhiteWhistler WhitePacific White

* Selections may vary from time-to-time.  Your sales and design consultant will have all the details.

For full selection of items, scan the QR, 
and refer to starred items.

Create your space from a great 
selection of base, wall, tall, 
and vanity cabinets. Attractive 
mouldings and accessories are 
available, too, so you don’t  
have to skimp on the details!

Whistler Fossil Sonoma Knight Sierra Howe

3DL THERMOFOIL
THERMOFUSED 
LAMINATE (TFL)

WRAPPED LAMINATE 
(5 PIECE)

eurorite.com
MER0622

Shorter lead times with
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REACH-IN CLOSET (SLIDING DOORS)
Closets with sliding doors are in every home, in many rooms. 
They are easy to design for storage and get organized. Keep in 
mind that with sliding doors the centre of the closet is covered by 
doors so the tower should be placed to one side or the other. With 
the sliding door style, a shelf tower is most advantageous when 
placed closer to an end of the closet. This allows easy access to 
your shelf items when sliding open your closet door. Keep that in 
mind when designing for sliding door closets of any size! 

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in closets are very flexible when it comes to where you need 
storage and how you want to install the shelving and  
components. Have fun with your design while thinking about all 
you want to store and have a place for. Eurorite offers a corner 
shelving unit for maximum shelf storage space. Design your walk-
in closet precisely the way you like it! 

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD DOORS)
As opposed to the sliding door style, when you have a closet with 
bi-fold doors, it is always best to place the modules closer to the 
middle of your bi-fold doors. Frequently used items can be stored 
in the middle unit. Opposite to the sliding door style, it is best to 
place shelving closer to the middle of your bi-fold door closet. 
Heavier items can be tucked away at the two ends of your bi-fold 
closet while lighter, more frequently used items can be stored in 
the middle shelving.

Once you have determined what you need to ‘put away’, you can turn your focus on the kind of storage that works 
best for your type of closet. No two closets are created equal, but even closets with the same space do share 
something in common: They require specific storage solutions. What works for organizing clothing items isn’t the ideal 
solution for storing supplies in the linen closet. And since each person has a different lifestyle. One might wear ties to 
work every day, while another wears them only for special occasions. Customizing storage options is definitely the way 
to go.

DEFINE THE SPACE

Images are an artists rendition, actual product may not be exactly as shown

It is best to have the closet empty of clothes when measuring. Walls are rarely square, flat or level. When measuring 
Width (A), it is always best to measure in various places (top,middle,bottom). Take the smallest measurement and 
subtract 1/2” if it’s under 6 feet, 3/4” if it’s 6 to 10 feet and 1” if it’s over ten feet. This will ensure a problem free fit.

TIP:

MEASURE THE SPACE
Measure the inside dimensions of your reach-in closet. 
Most reach in closets have doors, either sliding or fold-
ing. Once you measure the dimensions, record in the 
space provided here for the style of closet you have.

WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B)

DEPTH (B)

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD)
When measuring a bi-fold door opening, ensure the doors 
are resting open. Measurements D1 and D2 will be from the 
inside of the left and right wall to the edge of the doors at the 
opening.

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E) HEIGHT (F)

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in style closets are simple to measure since the door 
opening does not usually affect the design. Take special note 
and measure windows, vents and/or access panels.

WIDTH (A1) HEIGHT (B)

WIDTH (A2)

WIDTH (A3)

RETURN (C1)

WIDTH (C2)

REACH-IN CLOSETS (SLIDING DOOR)
To measure sliding door openings, move the doors to the 
right and take measurement E1. Then to the left and take E2. 
D1 and D2 will be from the inside of the left and right wall to 
the edge of the door opening. 

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E1) WIDTH (E2)

HEIGHT (F)
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REACH-IN CLOSET (SLIDING DOORS)
Closets with sliding doors are in every home, in many rooms. 
They are easy to design for storage and get organized. Keep in 
mind that with sliding doors the centre of the closet is covered by 
doors so the tower should be placed to one side or the other. With 
the sliding door style, a shelf tower is most advantageous when 
placed closer to an end of the closet. This allows easy access to 
your shelf items when sliding open your closet door. Keep that in 
mind when designing for sliding door closets of any size! 

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in closets are very flexible when it comes to where you need 
storage and how you want to install the shelving and  
components. Have fun with your design while thinking about all 
you want to store and have a place for. Eurorite offers a corner 
shelving unit for maximum shelf storage space. Design your walk-
in closet precisely the way you like it! 

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD DOORS)
As opposed to the sliding door style, when you have a closet with 
bi-fold doors, it is always best to place the modules closer to the 
middle of your bi-fold doors. Frequently used items can be stored 
in the middle unit. Opposite to the sliding door style, it is best to 
place shelving closer to the middle of your bi-fold door closet. 
Heavier items can be tucked away at the two ends of your bi-fold 
closet while lighter, more frequently used items can be stored in 
the middle shelving.

Once you have determined what you need to ‘put away’, you can turn your focus on the kind of storage that works 
best for your type of closet. No two closets are created equal, but even closets with the same space do share 
something in common: They require specific storage solutions. What works for organizing clothing items isn’t the ideal 
solution for storing supplies in the linen closet. And since each person has a different lifestyle. One might wear ties to 
work every day, while another wears them only for special occasions. Customizing storage options is definitely the way 
to go.

DEFINE THE SPACE

Images are an artists rendition, actual product may not be exactly as shown

It is best to have the closet empty of clothes when measuring. Walls are rarely square, flat or level. When measuring 
Width (A), it is always best to measure in various places (top,middle,bottom). Take the smallest measurement and 
subtract 1/2” if it’s under 6 feet, 3/4” if it’s 6 to 10 feet and 1” if it’s over ten feet. This will ensure a problem free fit.

TIP:

MEASURE THE SPACE
Measure the inside dimensions of your reach-in closet. 
Most reach in closets have doors, either sliding or fold-
ing. Once you measure the dimensions, record in the 
space provided here for the style of closet you have.

WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B)

DEPTH (B)

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD)
When measuring a bi-fold door opening, ensure the doors 
are resting open. Measurements D1 and D2 will be from the 
inside of the left and right wall to the edge of the doors at the 
opening.

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E) HEIGHT (F)

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in style closets are simple to measure since the door 
opening does not usually affect the design. Take special note 
and measure windows, vents and/or access panels.

WIDTH (A1) HEIGHT (B)

WIDTH (A2)

WIDTH (A3)

RETURN (C1)

WIDTH (C2)

REACH-IN CLOSETS (SLIDING DOOR)
To measure sliding door openings, move the doors to the 
right and take measurement E1. Then to the left and take E2. 
D1 and D2 will be from the inside of the left and right wall to 
the edge of the door opening. 

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E1) WIDTH (E2)

HEIGHT (F)
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REACH-IN CLOSET (SLIDING DOORS)
Closets with sliding doors are in every home, in many rooms. 
They are easy to design for storage and get organized. Keep in 
mind that with sliding doors the centre of the closet is covered by 
doors so the tower should be placed to one side or the other. With 
the sliding door style, a shelf tower is most advantageous when 
placed closer to an end of the closet. This allows easy access to 
your shelf items when sliding open your closet door. Keep that in 
mind when designing for sliding door closets of any size! 

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in closets are very flexible when it comes to where you need 
storage and how you want to install the shelving and  
components. Have fun with your design while thinking about all 
you want to store and have a place for. Eurorite offers a corner 
shelving unit for maximum shelf storage space. Design your walk-
in closet precisely the way you like it! 

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD DOORS)
As opposed to the sliding door style, when you have a closet with 
bi-fold doors, it is always best to place the modules closer to the 
middle of your bi-fold doors. Frequently used items can be stored 
in the middle unit. Opposite to the sliding door style, it is best to 
place shelving closer to the middle of your bi-fold door closet. 
Heavier items can be tucked away at the two ends of your bi-fold 
closet while lighter, more frequently used items can be stored in 
the middle shelving.

Once you have determined what you need to ‘put away’, you can turn your focus on the kind of storage that works 
best for your type of closet. No two closets are created equal, but even closets with the same space do share 
something in common: They require specific storage solutions. What works for organizing clothing items isn’t the ideal 
solution for storing supplies in the linen closet. And since each person has a different lifestyle. One might wear ties to 
work every day, while another wears them only for special occasions. Customizing storage options is definitely the way 
to go.

DEFINE THE SPACE

Images are an artists rendition, actual product may not be exactly as shown

It is best to have the closet empty of clothes when measuring. Walls are rarely square, flat or level. When measuring 
Width (A), it is always best to measure in various places (top,middle,bottom). Take the smallest measurement and 
subtract 1/2” if it’s under 6 feet, 3/4” if it’s 6 to 10 feet and 1” if it’s over ten feet. This will ensure a problem free fit.

TIP:

MEASURE THE SPACE
Measure the inside dimensions of your reach-in closet. 
Most reach in closets have doors, either sliding or fold-
ing. Once you measure the dimensions, record in the 
space provided here for the style of closet you have.

WIDTH (A) HEIGHT (B)

DEPTH (B)

REACH-IN CLOSET (BI-FOLD)
When measuring a bi-fold door opening, ensure the doors 
are resting open. Measurements D1 and D2 will be from the 
inside of the left and right wall to the edge of the doors at the 
opening.

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E) HEIGHT (F)

WALK-IN CLOSET
Walk in style closets are simple to measure since the door 
opening does not usually affect the design. Take special note 
and measure windows, vents and/or access panels.

WIDTH (A1) HEIGHT (B)

WIDTH (A2)

WIDTH (A3)

RETURN (C1)

WIDTH (C2)

REACH-IN CLOSETS (SLIDING DOOR)
To measure sliding door openings, move the doors to the 
right and take measurement E1. Then to the left and take E2. 
D1 and D2 will be from the inside of the left and right wall to 
the edge of the door opening. 

RETURN (D1) RETURN (D2)

WIDTH (E1) WIDTH (E2)

HEIGHT (F)

Whether your closet is big or small, reach-in or walk-in,                                     allows you  
to make the best use of your space.

C L O S E T S

HANGING CLOSETS

FLOOR-MOUNTED CLOSETS

eurorite.com

Flexible Storage Solutions
Our configurable and easy to install closet modules and accessories can be used in a multitude of 

combinations to suit your unique needs. You asked for more storage space, we answered.

Available in 2 installation styles
 for closets 2’ wide and up!

Reach in (bi-fold) Reach in (by-pass) Walk in

 Explore our modules and accessories.
 Learn how to measure for an organizer.
 Plan your space.

Organization and style can go hand in hand!ADVFLEX Brochure

Scan the QR code to:

Just a sampling of our configurable components:

MER0622

AdvantageOne CLOSET PRICING
Item Description Code List Price

Hanging Tower C1 / W1 150.00

Single Hang C2 / W2 95.00

Double Hang C3 / W3 130.00

Corner Shelves C4 / W4 110.00

Closet Sides 48”H C5 / W5 69.00

Shelf Pack 24”W C6 / W6 35.00

Shelf Pack 36”W C7 / W7 44.00

Drawer 24”W C8 / W8 83.00

Chrome Basket A1 80.00

Tie/Belt Rack A2 40.00

Hanging Rail A3 20.00

Chocolate

WhiteW8

C8
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ADVANTAGEONE PRICING

Drawer 24”W
Add space and function to your 
new closet, by adding drawers 
to the tower component.

Includes:
• Drawer sides, back & bottom
• Drawer Face
• Slides 
• Assembly & Install Hardware

A1

A2

A3

Chrome Basket
Add chrome baskets to the Hanging Tower for a unique, functional 
and stylish type of closet storage. Unlike other baskets you will find 
on the market, ours rest on top of the sides, eliminating the torque 
twist that is inherent in other types of pull out baskets.

Tie/Belt Rack
Keep your belts and ties together in one place with this functional 
accessory, allowing you to locate easily the item you are looking for. 
Finally a place to organize your ties, belts or scarves!

Hanging Rail
Simply mount this rail on the wall and then hang up the vertical 
closet parts you purchased for your plan. It’s simple and strong. 
You will have your closet installed in no time. 

PRICING  

Chocolate

WhiteW2

C2

Chocolate

WhiteW3

C3
Chocolate

WhiteW7

C7

Chocolate

White

Chocolate

W6

C6

W5 White
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ADVANTAGEONE COMPONENTS

Chocolate

WhiteW1

C1

Hanging Tower 
24”W x 72”H x 14”D
The starter tower is the most 
adaptable component in the 
advantage system. There are 
over 15 configuration options 
available with this unit.

Includes:
• 72”h vertical sides (2)
• 24”w fixed shelves (3)
• 24”w adjustable shelf (1)
• Closet rod (1)
• Rod bracket (2)
• Cleat (1) *not shown
• 32”hanging rail *not shown

Chocolate

WhiteW4

C4

Corner Shelves
Optimize all the space in your 
closet with shelves. They 
extend 30” on both walls when 
placed between two  sides and 
offer an adjustable shelf.

Includes:
• 30”W (along wall) Shelf (3)
• Wall Mount Rail (1)

Shelf Pack 24”W
A shelf pack for our standard 24” 
tower. The shelves are adjustable 
and finished on the front edge.

Includes:
• 14”D Horizontal Shelf (2)
• Shelf Clips

Shelf Pack 36”W
A shelf pack for our standard 
36”w modules. The shelves are 
adjustable and finished on the 
front edge.

Includes:
• 14”D Horizontal Shelf (2)
• Shelf Clips

C5

Closet Sides 48”H
The 48” closet panels come finished and  
pre-drilled for simple installation. Perfect to 
add to your Advantage closet system for 
additional storage space.

Includes:
• 14”D Vertical Side (2)

Single Hang 
36”W x 48”H x 14”D
You can choose this component 
for your long hanging items like 
dresses, jackets and long pants. 
It can be cut for a custom fit.

Includes:
• 48”h vertical sides (1)
• 36”w fixed shelf (1)
• Closet rod (1)
• Rod bracket (2)
• Cleat (1) *not shown
• 32” hanging rail *not shown

Double Hang 
36”W x 48”H x 14”D

Instantly double your closet space 
with our double hang component. 
It can be cut for a custom fit. 

Includes:
• 48”h vertical sides (1)
• 36”w fixed shelf (2)
• Closet rod (2)
• Rod bracket (4)
• Cleat (1) *not shown
• 32” hanging rail *not shown

COMPONENTS  
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DRAWERS, DOORS AND ACCESSORIES

DRAWERS, DOORS AND ACCESSORIES

CLUS-1 CLUS-2 CLBS CLCS

CLFS-1CLP

CLD-S1

CLD-L1

CLFS-2

CLD-S2

CLD-L2

CLADJ-1

CLFS-3

CLD-DL2

CLD-DS2

CLADJ-2
shoe 
rack

CLBASK-S1

CLDOOR-1

CLSS-1

CLBASK-L1CLBASK-S2

CLDOOR-2 CLVALRDCR

CLTIERACK

CLSS-2

CLBASK-L2

__-CLROD (18,24,36)

shoe 
rack

Available in
Chocolate Pear Antique WhiteWhite

* Selections may vary from time-to-time. Please speak with a sales consultant  
  or visit our website for most current offering.


